, suggests that the painter had a definite personage and a definite episode in mind. The fragment preserves the upper half of a man, seen frontal. From beneath a high cap long curly hair falls over his left shoulder; he wears a tight-fitting long-sleeved tunic and carries a sword upraised in his left hand. To his right is the head and neck and the start of one coil of a dragon; he has equine ears and mane and from his open jaws issues a long tongue or a flame. At the opposite edge of the fragment are traces of the final coils of his body. Five darts or arrows pierce his neck. The converging lines reaching between the man and the dragon at first suggest a rope, but they may no less well be our artist's representation of the long scabbard which is almost invariably part of the equipment of warriors of this type. Under the arm is a double fan-shaped object.' The sketch by J. Travlos (Fig. 2) , restored with the help of various fragments from Corinth and Athens, suggests the original scheme of the composition, wvhich is chiefly remarkable for its five arrows. The shape, technique, and style of the fragment all belong to the second half of the twelfth century or, at latest, to the early years of the thirteenth.
The long curly hair and large black-browed eyes of our plate are reminiscent of the description of a typical Byzantine hero in the following lines: Akritas' early zeal for dragon-hunting is wvell attested by all versions of the epic. At the age of twelve he begs his father to let him hunt, among other beasts, bears, lions, and dragons,5 and all the manuscripts include dragons specifically among the creatures of whom he had no fear. In the epic only one episode with a dragon receives detailed attention: the slaying of the three-headed monster which attacked Digenis' wife Eudokia when she went to the brook to bathe,6 but in the rpayovi&a, especially in the group of songs centering around the death of Digenis, an event usually attended by the recital of his exploits, dragons abound. In some songs he claims to have killed four hundred, in others the number is more modest.'
In five versions of the epic8 Digenis is described as attacking the dragon of Blattolibadi in the conventional fashion, with a sword; in one 9 he uses a club. Two versions, however, speak of his early love for the bow:
Kat,uE,TacTavcTa ayaTTq)o-E KVKirqytaKat K oa
In the songs another dragon exploit In the first passage-the crucial word is of course o-acTTE15a. The other passage is more explicit about the nature of the dragon. Not enough is preserved of the dragon on the plate to make possible a close comparison, but there is a certain similarity, at least in the tinserpentlike aspect of both. It is even possible that what first appear to be ears are actually the "horns of pure gold" nmentioned in the text; the eye cotild easily be considered bovine, and if there are no feet visible, the equine character is preserved in the mane. More important are the words rEVTE KovTapta. Five spears would be a burden even for an Akritas; but for the blow of a spear elsewhere the feminine KOvTapLa is used. Possibly the five spears replace five arrows or darts named in an earlier version. Either reading would fit our scene. There seems to be no longer any doubt as to the antiquity of the Tpayov&8ta," and the strong conservatism of Cyprus argues for a comparatively faithful adherence to the original models, so that they may be accepted as providing subjects for a twelfth-century artist.
If we examine the claims of the other principal dragon-slayers, one objection answers for all: the wrong method of slaying. The saints, George and Theodore, seldom if ever undertake this exploit without the aid of the horses and spears provided them by the traditions of religious iconography."3 Kallimachos, the hero of the romance of Kallimachos and Chrysorrhoe, who rescued a lady from the ApaKoVToKacoTpov, is also described in the only extant manuscript as using a sword."4 Alexander, mounted and carrying bow and arrows, appears at grips with a dragon on a Persian miniature of the sixteenth century.'5 The weapon in action is a short stout knife or dagger (recalling the &aqaJx-KL ijaXactpt of our second passage above), but I have found no account of any relevant episode among Alexander's deeds. Even though the identification of our figure with Akritas be not in itself conclusive, the indifference of Byzantine potters to religious subjects, coupled with the profusion of scenes having an epic flavor,'8 lends support to the theory that the artist drew his subjects from the popular songs and ballads. And the presumption is strong that the events presented most vividly to his ear were the exploits of Basileios Digenis Akritas.
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